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Abstract: With the advent of world crisis in developed western economies during first decade of 21  centuryst

investors’  focus  shifted towards East. South Asian markets displayed outstanding performance in this era.
One of the major attractions for investors is the market efficiency of underlying economy. This study has
examined the weak form of efficient market hypothesis on the four major stock exchanges of South Asia
including, India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka. Historical index values on a monthly, weekly and daily
basis for a period of 14 Years (1997-2011) were used for analysis. We applied four statistical tests including runs
test, serial correlation, unit root and variance ratio test. Findings suggest that none of the four major stock
markets of south-Asia follows Random-walk and hence all these markets are not the weak form of efficient
market. To our knowledge this is the first ever study is being conducted which covers leading South Asian
markets, hence an evidence on market efficiency of this region is being contributed in literature.
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INTRODUCTION divided the efficient market hypothesis (EMH) into three

In recent decades governments and business involved. To test the efficient market hypothesis it’s
organizations are realizing the importance of capital important to understand the three famous forms of
markets in an economic growth of a country. A capital efficient market and test each form individually and
market is a place where long-term debt and equity categorically. He argued that the categorization of the
securities are traded. It is a platform where business tests into weak, semi-strong and strong form will serve the
enterprises and governments can raise  funds against useful purpose, as it allows in identifying the level of
long term investment by individuals. Broadly capital information where the efficient market hypothesis is
markets are divided into stock market and bond market. rejected.
The important attribute of capital market is that prices of During last two decades, significance of stock
the securities must reflect all available information and market’s role in the progress of economy is being realized
new information should rapidly adjust into the prices, so in many underdeveloped countries. Stock markets are now
that no investor can generate excess returns by the use of considered as one of the most important leading indicator
such information. The efficient market hypothesis (EMH) of any economy. In developing economies stock markets
suggests that stock prices fully reflect all available are getting momentum as reliable and profitable
information in the market and no investor is able to earn investment opportunity for investors. For the investors of
excess return on the basis of some secretly held private, stock market there is only win or lose position as for
public or historical information. Levy [1] was the first trading is concerned. Therefore the necessity of efficient
person who had made efficient market distinction between stock market is imperative because in an inefficient market
weak and strong form. Fama [2] did further analysis and some   investors  might generate  abnormal profits but on

sub hypotheses depending upon the information set
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the other hand these investors are source of abnormal test and third approach for testing the independence of
losses to rest of the market participants. Since market successive price changes is the simulation model. Fama
efficiency is fundamental right of investors thus in this [2] argued that may be in reality efficient market model is
study we have tested the market efficiency in emerging not 100% achievable  but  it  would  probably  server  as
stock markets of South-Asia. a benchmark against which performance of market

South Asia is one of the major economic regions in efficiency can be judged. Jensen [7] stated that in an
the world with GDP volume of approximately 5 trillion US efficient market, prices of securities reflect information up
$ and export of 297 billion US $ by the end of 2010 [3]. to the point in such a way that marginal benefits of acting
There are four major economies in South Asia including on the information don’t exceed than the marginal cost of
India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka covering 98% collecting it. He claimed that if we suppose that
of GDP of whole region; Furthermore, in these countries transactional costs are 1% and investor is getting an
banks, stock markets and other financial institutions are abnormal return of 1% then it must be considered within
far developed and well-established as compared to other the boundaries of market efficiency. Levy [1] was the first
countries of the region hence for this study these person who had made efficient market distinction between
countries were selected for analysis. Keeping in view weak and strong form. Fama [2], did further analysis on
foreign direct investment statistics and overall growth in the three types of efficient market based on information
investment in stock market it is pertinent to test the market set. First, weak form efficient market, where prices of
efficiency of South Asia. The basic purpose of this study securities fully reflect historical information of past prices
is to test the weak form of efficiency in emerging markets and returns in such a manner that no investor can
of South-Asia in order to help investors in portfolio generate excess returns on the basis of this set of
selection. information. Secondly Semi-strong form efficiency, where

Rest of the study proceeds in following order. prices of securities fully reflect all public information and
Literature review is presented in section II, followed by this public information should known to all investors in
methodology in section III, Findings and analysis is such a manner that no investor can generate excess
presented in section IV, while conclusion is presented in returns on the basis of this set of information. Finally,
section V. strong form efficient market is where prices of securities

Literature Review: The theory of random walks was first public and private information should known to all
formulated by Bachelier [4]. A more precise formulation investors in such a manner that no investor can generate
came much later by Osborne [5]. The Bachelier and excess returns on the basis of this set of information.
Osborne models are based on two basic assumptions. Grossman and Siglitz [8], in order to achieve the
Firstly, the new information upon which the analysts are informational efficient market we need to understand this
used to estimate intrinsic value would occur in an conjecture that the more number of investors who are
independent manner. Secondly, evaluation of the new informed, the more informative is the price system. The
information would also be independent. On the basis of equilibrium number of informed and uninformed
such market setting, Bachelier and Osborne individuals in the economy will depend on a number of
conceptualized that successive market price changes limitations such as the cost of information, quality of
would be random. Fama [6] has defined market efficiency, information, availability of information and timing of
as a place where there are large numbers of rational information. In the same context Fama [9] argued the lower
investors competing actively, where each investor is the transaction costs in a market, the more market will be
trying to forecast future market values of stocks and efficient. Branch and Chang [10] had proposed a unique
where important current information about stocks is trading rule for the investors who are interested in the tax
almost freely available to all participants of market. He had advantage. At the end of year investors tend to sell the
used the term “instantaneous adjustment" as an essential stocks which performed not well during the year in order
property of an efficient market that is market where to get tax saving by establishing the losses on the stock
change in prices of individual securities will be that have declined. After the start of new year the pattern
independent and immediate (random walk market). Levy is to buy back theses stocks or buy attractive stocks.
[1] focused on three major approaches that are used to This scenario would produce downward pressure on
test the random walk model. The first approach which is stock prices in December and positive pressure in
serial correlation, the Second approach known as runs January.  Due  to  this  there is a chance to earn abnormal

fully reflects all public and private information and this
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profits in the month of January as buying of these stocks unit root tests ADF, PP and the KPSS were applied and
increases. Hence all such anomalies enable the investor to the results of these tests showed that both the leading
earn abnormal profit which opposes the theory of efficient stock markets of India are not efficient.
market hypothesis. Some valuable empirical work regarding testing

Lo and Mackinlay [11], they have proposed a efficient market hypothesis has also been done in
variance ratio tests in order to answer the question of scenario of Pakistan stock markets. Mahmood [17] tested
whether the asset prices or returns are predictable or not. the market efficiency of KSE 100 Index. Eight stocks were
In this test they compare the variance of difference of time selected and ANOVA test were used to quantify the data
series data over different intervals. If we assume that there by analyzing the day of the week effect and the month
is a random walk in time series data then it means that effect. The results have shown results that there is no
variance of q period should be q times the variance of the “day of the week effect” or the “month effect”, hence
one period difference. Variance ratio test statistics are market is efficient. But in contrary results of Hassan et al.
used to test the random walk under two different [18] have revealed that Karachi stock exchange is not an
assumptions of homoskedastic and hetroskedastic by efficient market. They have examined the market efficiency
using asymptotic distributional. In another article Chow of Karachi stock exchange by applying four different
and Denning [12] proposed multiple variance ratio test. statistical tests that are tests for normality, tests for serial
The multiple variance ratio test is similar to variance ratio correlation, unit root tests and multiple variance ratio
test but the only difference is that variance ratio test tests.
provides individual results of  each  interval  while Lots of empirical studies have been done on different
multiple variance ratio test provides the joint probability. Chinese stock markets. Chung [19] had examined EMH on
If variance ratio is equal to one then it means that stocks two major Chinese stock markets Shanghai and Shenzhen
follow random walk and stock market would considered as for the period of 1992-2005. He had used autocorrelation
an efficient market. test, runs test, unit root test and multiple variance ratio

Whereas the empirical test for market efficiency is test. Results of all these four statistical tests have shown
concerned, there are mixed views on efficiency of stock that  the  two  major  Chinese  stock  markets  are not
markets and its one of the most contentious issue in the weak-form efficient markets. In contrary, Xinping et al.
literature of capital market. Worthington and Higgs [13] [20] have investigated market efficiency for Shanghai and
had tested the weak form of market efficiency for five Shenzhen with unit root test. The result of the study has
developed and ten emerging stock markets of Asia-Pacific shown that data series are non-stationary, hence Chinese
region. On the basis of serial correlation and runs tests, stock market is weak form efficient market.
they had concluded that all of the markets are inefficient. On European stock markets, Borges [21] has done
In the same research paper results of variance ratio test detailed empirical work. He has examined the market
indicates that none of the emerging markets are consistent efficiency on stock markets of UK, France, Spain,
with random walk criteria, while in the developed markets Germany, Greece and Portugal for the period of 1993 to
only Hong Kong, New Zealand and Japan are efficient 2007. He applied runs test and variance ratio test. After
markets. Mollik and Bepari [14] did one of the best the appliance of these tests, he has founded that only
empirical-work on testing the weak form of market Germany and Spain are weak form of efficient markets and
efficiency in Dhaka stock exchange. They have used both rest of four markets are not at all efficient stock markets.
non-parametric tests and parametric tests on the data Maghayereh [22] argues that January and other
sample of six years. Their results concluded that anomalies allow investors to gain abnormal returns hence
successive returns series of DSE-GEN and DSE 20 do not such anomalies act as a hurdle in order to make market
follow a random walk. A much brief work as compare to efficient. The aim of the researcher was to investigate the
Mollik and Bepari [14] had been done by Rahman and monthly effect on stock returns and January effect
Hossain [15]. However both groups had founded the anomaly for Amman Stock Exchange (ASE), for time
consistent results regarding test for the weak form period of 1994-2002. GARCH, exponential GARCH
efficiency of Dhaka Stock Exchange. Gupta and Basu [16] (EGARCH) and the GJR models were applied for data
had studied efficiency of Indian stock exchange. analysis. The results have shown strong evidence that
Researchers have calculated daily returns using daily the seasonality does not exist in the ASE; hence ASE is
index values for the Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) and an efficient market. Maheran et al [23] had examined day
National Stock Exchange (NSE) of India. Three different of  the  week  effect on  the  stock exchange of Malaysia.
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They have used Ordinary Least Square (OLS). After the correlation between current return and previous return is
application of OLS it was concluded that there is a zero, only then we can infer that there is randomness in
presence  of   weekend  effect  in  Malaysian  stock return series. A parametric auto correlation coefficient test
market, thus market is not efficient. A unique work with and non parametric run test was used to test the auto
more emphasis on RWH has done Cheong and Isa [24]. correlation. In an autocorrelation test, the correlation for
They have investigated random walk evidence on rate of returns over time has been measured. It was
Malaysian stock exchange under the conditions of drift analyzed that weather the rate of return on day t correlates
and  structural  break.  They  applied  runs and with the rate of return on day t-1, t-2…. t-n. If the markets
sequences-reversals tests in order to find the proof of are efficient then there would be an insignificant relation
random walk. Results have shown the evidence  of RW between return on day t with the return on day t-1, t-2….
in   Malaysian   stock   market   but   there   are   some t-n. Following equation was used to measure the serial
miss-accounted drifts which become the prediction source correlation between current time period return and
in return series. Das and Arora [25] had also investigated, previous time period return.
“day of the week effect” for the Stocks which are listed on
the National Stock Exchange. They used ANOVA test and Rt =  + Rt-1 + (2)
results confirm the existence of seasonality in the form of
“day of the week effect”, hence market is not efficient. Where Rt is current time period return (dependent

Methodology: As discussed above major economic constant term and  is error term while =estimated
activity of SAARC regions take place in four countries parameter (-1 <  <1). For testing  significance  of the
which depicts the importance of this economic zone, auto-correlation, Durbin-Watson test was selected.
hence this study is an attempt to uncover market Research data is time series and in statistics there are
efficiency of this zone. This study is conducted in an number of autocorrelation tests available for times series
empirical format by using secondary data gathered from data. Durbin-Watson test is one of most famous serial
KSE, BSE, DSE and CSE, on a monthly, weekly and daily correlation test. James Durbin and Geoffrey Watson [26]
basis for a period of July 01, 1997 to June 30, 2011. The had recommended first time Durbin-Watson test, in order
daily, weekly and monthly closing index values are used to check whether the series contains autocorrelation or
to calculate the daily, weekly and monthly returns. The not. The basic formula of Durbin-Watson test is as follow:
continuously compounded annual rate of return is used
to measure the returns for the specific period with help of
following equation.

Rt = ln (pt / pt-1) (1) Where T is the number of observations, et is current time

Where Rt is return, ln is natural log, pt is current price and period return. The Durbin-Watson is approximately equal
pt-1 is pervious price. This study is conducted by using to 2(1 – ), where  is estimated parameter whose value is
following four different statistical tests including. Test for (-1 <  <1). The value of d always lies between 0  and  4.
serial correlation, runs test, unit root test and multiple If the Durbin–Watson statistic is substantially less than
variance ratio tests. 2, then there is evidence that series has positive serial

Durbin-Watson Test: The autocorrelation or serial substantially greater than 2, then there is evidence that
correlation between current and previous return series series has positive serial correlation. As a rough rule of
was analyzed through autocorrelation. If the correlation thumb, if Durbin–Watson is less than 1.0 then there is
between current return and previous return is significantly strong positive correlation and if Durbin–Watson is
positive then we can infer that there exist certain  trends greater than 3.0 then there is strong negative correlation.
in return series. Hence there is non-randomness in data.
If the correlation between current return and previous Runs Test: Run test was second method used to test the
return is significantly negative then we can still infer that market efficiency. Following equation was used.
there is certain reverse relationship exists in return series
then still there is non-randomness in data. If the Z = R – X / (3)

variable), Rt-1 is previous time period  return,  is

period return (dependent variable), et-1 is previous time

correlation and if the Durbin–Watson statistic is
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Where intervals. If we assume that there is a random walk in time

R = Total number of runs be q times the variance of the one period difference.
X = 2n1n2+1/ n1+ n2 Variance ratio test statistics are used to test the random
n1 = Number of positive runs walk under two different assumptions of homoskedastic
n2 = Number of negative runs and hetroskedastic by using  asymptotic  distributional.

-------------------------------------------- In another article Chow and Denning [15] proposed
=  2 n1n2 (2 n1n2 – n) / n  (n – 1) multiple variance ratio test. The multiple variance ratio test2

n = n1+ n2 is similar to variance ratio test but the only difference is
z = Normal variate that variance ratio test provides individual results of each

If Z-value is more than -1.96 and  less  than + 1.96 joint probability. If variance ratio is equal to one then it
then value will be known as  significant  which  means means that stocks follow random walk and null
that  prices of the security appears in random fashion. hypothesis will be accepted. In this paper multiple
And if Z-value is less than -1.96 and more  than + 1.96 variance ratios test under assumption of homoskedastic
then value will be known as insignificant which means and hetroskedastic was selected. After applying variance
that prices of the security are not appearing in random ratio test we got two types of results, one is joint test that
fashion. is result of multiple variance ratio test and other is

Unit Root Test: Third method applied to check the market test. We focused on the results of multiple variance ratio
efficiency was unit root. Hassan et al; [17] explains that test because it explains the joint probability as mentioned
unit root test can be used for testing the efficiency of above. In order to accept the null hypothesis the joint
markets. Because market efficiency demands randomness probability should be greater than 0.05, which means
(non stationary) in the prices of security and unit root test calculated Z-test statistic does fall between ± 1.96 and
investigates whether the financial time series is non joint variance ratio of all period is equal to one. In other
stationary or not. If the test statistic is more negative or words, if the calculated value will be equal to one then
smaller than the critical value (Mackinnon tabulated null hypothesis will be accepted hence we can infer that
value) then the null hypotheses will be rejected which there is random walk and market is efficient. If the
means data is not non stationary. In this study calculated value will not be equal to one then null
Augmented Dickey-fuller test was selected for test of unit hypothesis will be rejected and we can infer that market is
root. not efficient.

(4) application of above mentioned methods.

Where p it denotes the price for the i-the market at time t, H1: Karachi stock exchange is a weak form of efficient
 =  + ,  are coefficients to be estimated, q is the market.it it it=1

number of lagged terms, t is the trend term, 1 is the H2: Bombay stock exchange is a weak form of efficient
estimated coefficient for the trend, 0 is the constant and market.
is white noise. MacKinnon’s critical values are used in H3: Colombo stock exchange is a weak form of efficient
order to determine the significance of the test statistic market.
associated with 0. H4: Dhaka stock exchange is a weak form of efficient

Variance Ratio Test: Fourth method selected for analysis
was variance ratio test. In an article by Lo and Mackinlay Empirical Results and Analysis: Before the application of
[14], they have proposed a variance ratio tests  in order to four different statistical tests for market efficiency, we1

answer the question of whether the asset  prices or have examined the descriptive statistic on all the four
returns are predictable or not. In this test they compare major stock exchange of South Asia. The Table (1)
the variance of difference of time series data over different represents the descriptive statistic of returns.

series data then it means that variance of q period should

interval while multiple variance ratio test provides the

individual period results that is result of variance ratio

Following hypothesis were developed for testing by

market.
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Table 1: Descriptive statistic of returns for KSE-100, BSE-SENSEX, CSE-MPI and DSE-GEN.
Descriptive Statistics Mean Median Maximum Minimum Std.Dev Skewness
Daily-Returns KSE-100 0.000600 0.001162 0.127622 -0.132133 0.017230 -0.366326
Weekly-Returns KSE-100 0.002776 0.007030 0.127950 -0.200976 0.039953 -0.949887
Monthly Returns KSE-100 0.010828 0.017723 0.241114 -0.448796 0.098637 -1.113896
Daily-Returns BSE-SENSEX 0.000427 0.001120 0.159900 -0.118092 0.017270 -0.100026
Weekly-Returns BSE-SENSEX 0.002017 0.005407 0.131709 -0.173808 0.036949 -0.373865
Monthly Returns BSE-SENSEX 0.008840 0.012610 0.248851 -0.272992 0.078237 -0.400658
Daily-Returns CSE-MPI 0.000912 0.000350 0.375657 -0.150512 0.017723 4.904226
Weekly-Returns CSE-MPI 0.004355 0.001442 0.375657 -0.128530 0.041138 2.515000
Monthly Returns CSE-MPI 0.018889 0.009602 0.375657 -0.183319 0.096003 0.990948
Daily-Returns DSE-GEN 0.000908 0.001279 0.203821 -0.093300 0.016012 1.099080
Weekly-Returns DSE-GEN 0.006213 0.010449 0.173314 -0.205856 0.040844 -0.747048
Monthly Returns DSE-GEN 0.024392 0.020393 0.285253 -0.199074 0.092404 0.093592

Table 2: Runs Test Findings
Results of Runs Test

Results
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Markets K Observed no. Of runs Expected no. Of runs Observations above K Observations below K P-value
KSE-100 Daily 0.000600 1567 1701.83 1771 1636 0.000

Weekly 0.002776 302 356.52 408 315 0.000
Monthly 0.010828 79 84.70 89 79 0.376

BSE-SENSEX Daily 0.000427 1597 1728.17 1800 1660 0.000
Weekly 0.002017 338 364.20 397 333 0.060
Monthly 0.008840 88 84.26 88 79 0.560

DSE-GEN Daily 0.000909 760 874.90 906 844 0.000
Weekly 0.006213 118 128.88 132 124 0.173
Monthly 0.024392 31 32.30 29 34 0.739

CSE-MPI Daily 0.000912 961 1098.08 998 1218 0.000
Weekly 0.004355 199 229.51 207 255 0.004
Monthly 0.018889 43 53.15 45 62 0.043

Results of Runs Test: The Table (2) represents the results While in case of CSE-MPI, results for daily, weekly
of runs test. KSE-100 results for daily and weekly returns and monthly  returns  are  consistent  with  each  other.
are consistent with each other, for both daily and weekly For daily, weekly and monthly returns P-value is 0.000,
returns P-value is 0.000 which is clearly too small than 0.004 and 0.043 respectively, which is clearly too small
alpha (i-e. 0.05). If P-value is smaller than alpha it means than alpha (i-e. 0.05), hence we reject the null hypothesis
that value of z-statistic doesn’t fall between ± 1.96 hence that is for daily weekly and monthly basis successive
we reject the null hypothesis that is for daily and weekly returns are not randomly generated.
basis successive returns are not randomly generated. In last run test is applied on return series of DSE-
Further more for monthly returns P-value is 0.376 which is GEN. Results for daily returns concluded that P-value is
greater than alpha (i-e. 0.05). If P-value is greater than 0.000  which  is  clearly  too  small  than  alpha  (i-e. 0.05).
alpha it means that value of  z-statistic  do  fall  between If  P-value  is  smaller  than  alpha  it means that value of
± 1.96 hence we accept the null hypothesis that is for z-statistic doesn’t fall between ± 1.96 hence we reject the
monthly basis successive returns are randomly generated. null hypothesis that is for daily basis successive returns

In case of BSE-SENSEX, results for daily returns are not randomly generated. Further more for weekly and
concluded that P-value is 0.000 which is clearly too small monthly returns P-value is 0.173 and 0.739 respectively, in
than alpha (i-e. 0.05), hence we reject the null hypothesis both cases P-value is greater than alpha (i-e. 0.05), hence
that is for daily basis successive returns are not randomly we accept the null hypothesis that is for weekly and
generated. Further  more  for  weekly  and  monthly monthly basis successive returns are randomly generated.
returns P-value is 0.060 and 0.560 respectively, in both
cases P-value is greater than alpha (i-e. 0.05), hence we Results of Durbin-Watson: The table (3) represents the
accept the null hypothesis that is for weekly and monthly results of Durbin-Watson test. KSE-100 Results for daily,
basis successive returns are randomly generated. weekly  and  monthly  returns  are   consistent   with  each
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Table 3: Durbin-Watson Test Findings
Markets Dubin Watson Calculated Values
KSE-100 Daily returns 0.567080

Weekly returns 0.808900
Monthly returns 0.906078

BSE-SENSEX Daily returns 0.700608
Weekly returns 0.915467
Monthly 1.178115

CSE-MPI Daily returns 0.391439
Weekly returns 0.633987
Monthly returns 0.781352

DSE-GEN Daily returns 0.551044
Weekly returns 0.799856
Monthly returns 0.993052

Table 4: Results Augmented Dickey-fuller Test for KSE 100 Index
KSE 100 Daily Return Series KSE 100 Weekly Return Series KSE 100 Monthly Return Series
----------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------

ADF test statistic t-statistic-53.089 Probability P= 0.0001 t-statistic-22.447 Probability P= 0.0000 t-statistic-12.443 Probability P= 0.0000
5% -2.862 -2.865 -2.879

other. All the calculated Durbin-Watson statistics are too Results of Unit Root test: In this paper  augmented
smaller than 2, which mean that in KSE-100 daily, weekly
and monthly return series has positive autocorrelation.
For daily return series Durbin-Watson statistic is
0.567080, for weekly return series Durbin-Watson statistic
is 0.808900, for monthly return series Durbin-Watson
statistic is 0.906078, Hence hypothesis of efficiency
rejected.

In case of BSE-SENSEX results for daily, weekly and
monthly returns are consistent with each other. All the
calculated Durbin-Watson  statistics  are  too  smaller
than  2, i.e.  daily  0.700608,  weekly  0.915467  and
monthly  1.178115;  hence  market efficiency hypothesis
is rejected.

In case of CSE-MPI, results for daily, weekly and
monthly returns are consistent with each other. All the
calculated Durbin-Watson statistics are too smaller than
2, which mean that in CSE-MPI all (daily, weekly and
monthly)  return   series  has  positive  autocorrelation.
For daily return series Durbin-Watson statistic is
0.391439, for weekly return series Durbin-Watson statistic
is 0.633987, for monthly return series Durbin-Watson
statistic is 0.781352. Since calculated Durbin-Watson
statistic is too smaller than 2 therefore hypothesis of
efficiency could not be accepted.

In last we applied Durbin-Watson test on DSE-GEN
and results for daily, weekly and monthly returns are
consistent  with   each   other.   All  the  calculated
Durbin-Watson   statistics   are   too  smaller  than 2,
(daily 0.551044, weekly 0.799856, monthly 0.993052) hence
weak form efficiency hypothesis rejected.

dickey-fuller test was  selected  to  test  the  unit  root.
Unit root test has conducted on daily, weekly and
monthly return seriesof KSE-100, BSE-SENSEX, CSE-MPI
and DSE-GEN. In Table 4, results have shown that there
is no unit root in daily, weekly and monthly return series
of KSE 100 index.

For  daily return  series,  the  ADF  test  statistic is -
53.089 which does negatively exceed from the MacKinnon
tabulated value -2.862 or in other words ADF test statistic
is too smaller than MacKinnon tabulated value.
Furthermore p-value is also too smaller than alpha (i-e.
0.05). So we have to reject null hypothesis (i-e return
series a unit root) and we can conclude that daily return
series doesn’t contains unit root and data is stationary.
For weekly return series, the ADF test statistic is -22.447
which does negatively exceed from the MacKinnon
tabulated value -2.865 or in other words ADF test statistic
is too smaller than MacKinnon tabulated value.
Furthermore  p-value   is   also   too   smaller   than  alpha
(i-e. 0.05). So we have to reject null hypothesis (i-e return
series contains a unit root) and we can conclude that
weekly return series doesn’t contains unit root and data
is stationary. For monthly return series, the ADF test
statistic is -12.443 which does negatively exceed from the
MacKinnon tabulated value -2.879 or in other words ADF
test statistic is too smaller than MacKinnon tabulated
value. Furthermore p-value is also too smaller than alpha
(i-e. 0.05). So we have to reject null hypothesis (i-e return
series contains a unit root) and we can conclude that
monthly return series doesn’t contains unit root and data
is stationary. 
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Table 5: Results Augmented Dickey-fuller Test for BSE SENSEX Index

BSE Sensex Daily Return Series BSE Sensex Weekly Return Series BSE Sensex Index Monthly Return Series

----------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------

ADF test statistic t-statistic-54.729 Probability P= 0.0001 t-statistic-17.183 Probability P= 0.0000 t-statistic-12.118 Probability P= 0.0000

5% -2.862 -2.865 -2.879

Table 6: Results Augmented Dickey-fuller Test for CSE MPI Index

CSE MPI Daily Return Series CSE MPI Weekly Return Series CSE MPI Monthly Return Series

----------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------

ADF test statistic t-statistic-40.747 Probability P= 0.0000 t-statistic-19.809 Probability P= 0.0000 t-statistic-9.250 Probability P= 0.0000

5% -2.863 -2.868 -2.889

Table 7: Results Augmented Dickey-fuller Test for DSE GENERAL Index

DSE GENERAL Daily Return Series DSE GENERAL Weekly Return Series DSE GENERAL Monthly Return Series

----------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------

ADF test statistic t-statistic-31.405 Probability P= 0.0000 t-statistic-14.3641 Probability P= 0.0000 t-statistic-6.720 Probability P= 0.0000

5% -2.863 -2.873 -2.909

In table 5, results have shown that there is no unit For  daily  return  series,  the  ADF  test  statistic  is -
root  in  daily,  weekly  and  monthly   return  series of 40.747 which does negatively exceed from the MacKinnon
BSE-SENSEX. For daily return series, the ADF test tabulated value -2.863 or in other words ADF test statistic
statistic is -54.729 which does negatively exceed from the is too smaller than MacKinnon tabulated value.
MacKinnon tabulated value -2.862 or in other words ADF Furthermore p-value is also too smaller than alpha (i-e.
test statistic is too smaller than MacKinnon tabulated 0.05). So we have to reject null hypothesis (i-e return
value. Furthermore p-value is also too smaller than alpha series contains a unit root) and we can conclude that daily
(i-e. 0.05). So we have to reject null hypothesis (i-e return return series doesn’t contains unit root and data is
series contains a unit root) and we can conclude that daily stationary. For weekly return series, the ADF test statistic
return series doesn’t contains unit root and data is is -19.809 which does negatively exceed from the
stationary. MacKinnon tabulated value -2.868 or in other words ADF

For weekly return series,  the  ADF  test  statistic  is test statistic is too smaller than MacKinnon tabulated
-17.183 which does negatively exceed from the value. Furthermore p-value is also too smaller than alpha
MacKinnon tabulated value -2.865 or in other words ADF (i-e. 0.05). So we have to reject null hypothesis (i-e return
test statistic is too smaller than MacKinnon tabulated series contains a unit root) and we can conclude that
value. Furthermore p-value is also too smaller than alpha weekly return series doesn’t contains unit root and data
(i-e. 0.05). So we have to reject null hypothesis (i-e return is stationary. For monthly return series, the ADF test
series contains a unit root) and we can conclude that statistic is -9.250 which does negatively exceed from the
weekly return series doesn’t contains unit root and data MacKinnon tabulated value -2.889 or in other words ADF
is stationary. For monthly return series, the ADF test test statistic is too smaller than MacKinnon tabulated
statistic is -12.118 which does negatively exceed from the value. Furthermore p-value is also too smaller than alpha
MacKinnon tabulated value -2.879 or in other words ADF (i-e. 0.05). So we have to reject null hypothesis (i-e return
test statistic is too smaller than MacKinnon tabulated series contains a unit root) and we can conclude that
value. Furthermore p-value is also too smaller than alpha monthly return series doesn’t contains unit root and data
(i-e. 0.05). So we have to reject null hypothesis (i-e return is stationary.
series contains a unit root) and we can conclude that In Table 7, results have shown that there is no unit
monthly return series doesn’t contains unit root and data root  in daily,  weekly  and  monthly  return  series of
is stationary. DSE-GEN. For daily return series, the ADF test statistic is

In Table 6, results have shown that there is no unit -31.405 which does negatively exceed from the
root  in  daily,  weekly  and  monthly  return  series of MacKinnon tabulated value -2.863 or in other words ADF
CSE-MPI. test  statistic  is  too  smaller   than  MacKinnon tabulated
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value. Furthermore p-value is also too smaller than alpha second case, test specification is used under assumption
(i-e. 0.05). So we have to reject null hypothesis (i-e return of hetroskedastic by using asymptotic distributional. Now
series contains a unit root) and we can conclude that daily this again results for daily, weekly and monthly closing
return series doesn’t contains unit root and data is index returns series of KSE-100 are consistent with each
stationary. other as they were same in first case. For daily, weekly

For weekly return series,  the  ADF  test  statistic  is and monthly return series the z-statistic value is 13.217
-14.641 which does negatively exceed from the (0.000), 6.834 (0.000), 3.270 (0.016) respectively. Since joint
MacKinnon tabulated value -2.873 or in other words ADF probability value is smaller than alpha and z-statistic
test statistic is too smaller than MacKinnon tabulated doesn’t fall between ± 1.96, hence we reject the null
value. Furthermore p-value is also too smaller than alpha hypothesis and concluded that return series don’t follow
(i-e. 0.05). So we have to reject null hypothesis (i-e return random walk or VR  1.
series contains a unit root) and we can conclude that
weekly return series doesn’t contains unit root and data BSE-SENSEX: In first case, test specification is used
is stationary. For monthly return series, the ADF test under assumption of homoskedastic by using asymptotic
statistic is -6.720 which does negatively exceed from the distributional. Results for daily, weekly and monthly
MacKinnon tabulated value -2.909 or in other words ADF closing index returns series of BSE-SENSEX are
test statistic is too smaller than MacKinnon tabulated consistent with each other. For daily, weekly and monthly
value. Furthermore p-value is also too smaller than alpha return series the z-statistic value is 16.602 (0.000), 8.413
(i-e. 0.05). So we have to reject null hypothesis (i-e return (0.000), 4.980 (0.000), respectively. Probability value is
series contains a unit root) and we can conclude that clearly too small than alpha (i-e. 0.05). Since joint
monthly return series doesn’t contains unit root and data probability value is smaller than alpha and z-statistic
is stationary. As mentioned before that weak form of doesn’t fall between ± 1.96, hence we reject the null
efficient market demands randomness in prices or return hypothesis and concluded that return series don’t follow
series and randomness means series should be non- random walk or VR  1.
stationary. Since daily, weekly and monthly return series In second case, test specification is used under
doesn’t contains unit root and data is stationary hence we assumption of hetroskedastic by using asymptotic
can conclude that KSE-100, BSE-SENSEX, CSE-MPI and distributional. Now this again results for daily, weekly and
DSE-GEN are not a weak form of efficient markets. monthly closing index returns series of BSE-SENSEX are

Results of Variance Ratio Test: Variance ratio test is For daily, weekly and monthly return series the z-statistic
conducted on daily, weekly and monthly closing index value is 15.619 (0.000), 7.840 (0.000), 4.211 (0.000)
returns series of KSE-100, BSE-SENSEX, CSE-MPI and respectively. Since joint probability value is smaller than
DSE-GEN. In following interpretation first case belongs to alpha (i-e. 0.05) and z-statistic doesn’t fall between ± 1.96,
test specification which is used under assumption of hence we reject the null hypothesis and concluded that
homoskedastic by using asymptotic distributional and return series don’t follow random walk or VR  1.
second case belongs to test specification which is used
under assumption of hetroskedastic by using asymptotic CSE-MPI: In first case, test specification is used under
distributional. assumption of homoskedastic by using asymptotic

KSE-100: In first case, test specification is used under closing index returns series of CSE-MPI are consistent
assumption of homoskedastic by using asymptotic with each other. For daily, weekly and monthly return
distributional. Results for daily, weekly and monthly series the z-statistic value is 11.120 (0.000), 7.650 (0.000),
closing index returns series of KSE-100 are consistent 4.387 (0.000), respectively. Since joint probability value is
with each other. For daily, weekly and monthly return smaller than alpha (i-e. 0.05) and z-statistic doesn’t fall
series the z-statistic value is 15.958, probability 0.000, between ± 1.96, hence we reject the null hypothesis and
8.221 probability 0.000, 4.162 probability 0.001, concluded that return series don’t follow random walk or
respectively. Since joint probability value is smaller than VR  1. In second case, test specification is used under
alpha (0.05) and z-statistic doesn’t fall between ± 1.96, assumption of hetroskedastic by using asymptotic
hence we reject the null hypothesis and concluded that distributional. Now this again results for daily, weekly and
return series don’t follow random walk or VR  1. In monthly  closing  index   returns series   of   CSE-MPI  are

consistent with each other as they were same in first case.

distributional. Results for daily, weekly and monthly
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Table 8: Variance Ratio Test Joint Probability Table for KSE-100
Variance Ratio Test Joint Probability Table for KSE-100 Under assumption of homoskedastic Under assumption of hetroskedastic
KSE-100 daily return series z-statistic value 15.958 13.217

joint probability value 0.000 0.000
KSE-100 weekly return series z-statistic value 8.221 6.824

joint probability value 0.000 0.000
KSE-100 monthly return series z-statistic value 4.162 3.270

joint probability value 0.001 0.016

Table 9: Variance Ratio Test Joint Probability Table for Bse-sensex
Variance Ratio Test Joint Probability Table for Bse-sensex Under assumption of homoskedastic Under assumption of hetroskedastic
Daily return series z-statistic value 16.602 15.619

joint probability value 0.000 0.000
Weekly return series z-statistic value 8.413 7.840

joint probability value 0.000 0.000
Monthly return series z-statistic value 4.980 4.211

joint probability value 0.000 0.000

Table 10: Variance Ratio Test Joint Probability Table for Cse-mpi
Variance Ratio Test Joint Probability Table for Cse-mpi Under assumption of homoskedastic Under assumption of hetroskedastic
Daily return series z-statistic value 11.120 8.300

joint probability value 0.000 0.000
Weekly return series z-statistic value 7.650 6.870

joint probability value 0.000 0.000
Monthly return series z-statistic value 4.387 4.350

joint probability value 0.000 0.000

Table 11: Variance Ratio Test Joint Probability Table for Dse-gen
Variance Ratio Test Joint Probability Table for Dse-gen Under assumption of homoskedastic Under assumption of hetroskedastic
Daily return series z-statistic value 11.446 7.374

joint probability value 0.000 0.000
Weekly return series z-statistic value 4.310 4.629

joint probability value 0.000 0.000
Monthly return series z-statistic value 3.380 4.626

joint probability value 0.010 0.000

consistent with each other as they were same in first case. hypothesis and concluded that monthly return series
For daily, weekly and monthly return series the z-statistic don’t follow random walk or VR  1. In second case, test
value is 8.300 (0.000) 6.870 (0.000), 4.350 (0.000), specification is used under assumption of hetroskedastic
respectively. Since joint probability value is smaller than by using asymptotic distributional. Now this again results
alpha (0.05) and z-statistic doesn’t fall between ± 1.96, for daily, weekly and monthly closing index returns series
hence we reject the null hypothesis and concluded that of DSE-GEN are consistent with each other as they were
return series don’t follow random walk or VR  1. same in first case. For daily, weekly and monthly return

DSE-GEN: In first case, test specification is used under 4.626 (0.000), respectively. Since joint probability value is
assumption of homoskedastic by using asymptotic smaller than alpha (0.05) and z-statistic doesn’t fall
distributional. Results for daily, weekly and monthly between ± 1.96, hence we reject the null hypothesis and
closing index returns series of DSE-GEN are consistent concluded that monthly return series don’t follow random
with each other. For daily, weekly and monthly return walk or VR  1.
series the z-statistic value is 11.446 (0.000), 4.310 (0.000), From all above results of variance ratio test it is
3.380 (0.010) respectively, showing that Joint probability concluded that in all the four leading stock exchanges,
is clearly too small than alpha (i-e. 0.05) and z-statistic return series (daily, weekly and monthly) don’t follow
doesn’t fall between ± 1.96, hence we reject the null random  walk or VR  1 hence these markets are not weak

series the z-statistic value is 7.374 (0.000), 4.629 (0.000),
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form of efficient markets. Although support for Results of run test are different from other three
inefficiency of markets is decisive, however given the methods of studying market efficiency. It has found that
variation in results of run test has depicted that results for in case of KSE monthly, BSE weekly and monthly, DSE
BSE and DSE are similar (weekly and monthly efficient weekly and monthly, results support market efficiency,
market), with KSE little different (Monthly efficient market) while in daily return case none of market is efficient.
and with CSE absolute different (no efficiency in daily, Results of Durbin Watson test suggest that in all the four
weekly and monthly found). major stock markets there is a correlation among the past

Hypothesis # 1 is difficult to accept as KSE is not markets. Third method used to test the weak form of
efficient market based on results calculated through market efficiency was augmented dickey-fuller test to test
Durbin Watson, Unit root and Variance ratio on the unit root on the all four major stock exchanges of
Dailey, weekly and monthly observations; however South Asia, it has found that in all stock exchanges return
in case of run test results of monthly observation series do not contains unit root. Thus it is concluded that
favors market efficiency. return series are stationary. Since all the return series are
Hypothesis # 2 is also not accepted as results for stationary, hence there is predictability in calculating the
BSE calculated through Durbin Watson, Unit root future returns of all the four major stock exchanges of
and Variance ratio on Dailey, weekly and monthly South Asia and these are not weak form of efficient
observations disclosed inefficiency of market, markets. Forth and the last test was applied to test the
however weekly and monthly results of run test are market efficiency was multiple variance ratio test. As the
different, supporting market efficiency. weak form of efficient market states that there should be
Hypothesis # 3 is also rejected based on results of a random walk in return series and no investor can earn
run test, Durbin Watson, Unit root and Variance ratio abnormal returns. On the basis of results it is concluded
on Dailey, weekly and monthly observations. that in all the four leading stock exchanges, return series
Hypothesis # 4 is also not accepted as results for (daily, weekly and monthly) don’t follow random walk,
DSE calculated through Durbin Watson, Unit root hence it is evidence of market inefficiency.
and Variance ratio on Dailey, weekly and monthly Results of all tests are consistent with each other
observations disclosed inefficiency of market, except run test (mix results) providing evidence against
however weekly and monthly results of run test are market efficiency of the stock markets under review for the
different, supporting market efficiency. study period. It is found  in  the  process  that  none of

CONCLUSION Random-walk and hence all these markets are not the

The wide literature argues that in a weak form of the results of Worthington and Higgs [13] and by Hassan
efficient market, there will no undervalued or overvalued et  al.  [17],  but  against  the  results  of  Mahmood [18].
securities and thus no investor can  earn  abnormal In last, we would like to give some important
returns at a given level of risk based on technical analysis. recommendations to all the policy makers and regulatory
Since the weak form of efficient market asserts that all past bodies of all the four major South-Asian stock market.
market prices and data are fully reflected in present prices First of all policy makers and regulatory bodies have to
of securities and in long run there should be random realize the importance of market efficiency. Regulatory
returns for investor, therefore random walk hypothesis bodies should develop and provide efficient market to
(RMH) is the core fundamental for the theory of weak investors as it’s their fundamental right. In order to reform
form of efficient market hypothesis. This study has the whole systems of trading in stock market and making
examined the weak form of efficiency on the four major the markets efficient, we need to introduce massive audit
stock exchanges  of  South  Asia  including KSE-100, and information technology. Providing online investor
BSE-SENSEX, CSE-MPI and DSE-GEN. Four different account, broker account and trading software are not
statistical tests including runs test, serial correlation enough,  we  need  to  interlink  whole  financial  sector,
(Durbin Watson test), unit root and variance ratio test we  need  to  interlink  and  online  all  the listed
were applied for analysis and results. companies  with  stock   exchanges,    brokerage   houses

successive  returns.  Thus   KSE-100,   BSE-SENSEX,
DSE-GEN and CSE-MPI are not weak form of efficient

the four major stock markets of South-Asia follows

weak form of efficient markets. Our results are in line with
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and investors. We need to provide information freely, 14. Mollik and Bepari, 2009. Weak Form of Market
timely and equally to all investors. We need to decrease
the transaction cost.
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Appendix: Where

As shown by Lo and MacKinlay[11], the variance
ratio statistic is derived from the assumption of linear
relations in observation interval regarding the variance of
increments. If a return series follows a random walk
process, the variance of a qth-differenced variable is q
times as large as the first-differenced variable. For a series
partitioned into equally spaced intervals and characterized
by random walks, one qth of the variance of (pt - pt-q) is
expected to be the same as the variance of (p  – p ):t t-1

Var(  – ) = qVar(  – ) 3t t–q t t–q

Where q is any positive integer. The variance ratio is then
denoted by:

4

Such that under the null hypothesis VR (q) = 1. For a
sample size of nq + 1 observation (p , p ,….…, p ), Lo and0 1 nq

Mackinlay’s (1988) unbiased estimates of 2(1) and 2(q)
are computationally denoted by:

5

And

6

Where  = sample mean of (  – ) and:t t–1

7

Lo and Mackinlay (1988) produce two test statistics,
Z(q) and Z*(q), under the null hypothesis of
homoskedastic increments random walk and
heteroskedastic  increments  random  walk  respectively.
If the null hypothesis is true, the associated test statistic
has an asymptotic standard normal distribution. With a
sample size of nq + 1 observation (p , p , …,p ) under the0 1 nq

null hypothesis of homoskedastic increments random
walk, the standard normal test statistic Z(q) is:

8

The test statistic for a heteroskedastic increments
random walk, Z*(q) is:

9

Where;

And

10

Lo and MacKinlay’s (1988) procedure is devised to
test individual variance ratios for a specific aggregation
interval,  q,  but  the  random walk hypothesis requires
that VR(q) = 1 for all q. Chow and Denning’s (1993)
multiple  variance  ratio  (MVR)  test generates a
procedure for the multiple comparison of the set of
variance ratio estimates  with  unity.  For  a  single
variance   ratio     test,     under   the   null    hypothesis,
VR (q) = 1, hence Mr(q) = VR(q) – 1 = 0. Consider a set of
m  variance   ratio  tests  {Mr(qi)  i = 1,2,…,m}.  Under
the  random  walk  null  hypothesis,  there are multiple
sub-hypotheses:

H  : M (q ) = 0 for i = 1,2,3,4,.....m0i r i

H  : M (q )  0 for any i = 1,2,3,4,.....m 111i r i

The rejection of any one or more Hoi rejects the
random walk null hypothesis. For a set of test statistics,
say Z(q), {Z(qi)  i = 1,2,…,m}, the random walk null
hypothesis is rejected if any one of the estimated variance
ratio is significantly different from one. Hence only the
maximum absolute value in the set of test statistics is
considered. The core of the Chow and Denning’s (1993)
MVR test is based on the result:

PR{max( z(q ) , ... ... ... z(q ) ) SMM( ;m;T)} 1 – 1 m

12
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Where SMM( ;m;T) is the upper  point of the either heteroskedasticity and/or autocorrelation in the
Standardized Maximum Modulus (SMM) distribution with equity price series. If the heteroskedastic random walk is
parameters m (number of variance ratios) and T (sample rejected than there is evidence of autocorrelation in the
size) degrees of freedom. Asymptotically when T equity series. With the presence of autocorrelation in the
approaches infinity: price series, the first order autocorrelation coefficient can

13 asymptotically equal to a weighted sum of

Where z  = standard normal distribution. Chow and declining arithmetically:/1

Denning (1993) control the size of the MVR test by
comparing the calculated values of the standardized test
statistics, either Z(q) or Z*(q) with the SMM critical 14
values. If the maximum absolute value of, say Z(q) is
greater than the SMM critical value than the random walk Where q = 2; 
hypothesis is rejected. Importantly, the rejection of the
random walk under homoskedasticity  could  result  from 15

be estimated using the result that Mˆ (q) r is

autocorrelation coefficient estimates with weights


